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offers a wide range of 
combination options 
and the right concept for 
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Let yourself be inspired 
by our surfaces 
and on-trend colours. 
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extraordinary collection.
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StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Introduction

Designing surfaces:
beautiful walls and 
ceilings
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Each room is as unique as the people who occupy it. 
Building owners and occupants recognise that functional 
room planning in a healthy environment is as much a  
priority as decorative aspects. Combining these criteria as 
efficiently as possible requires a carefully devised overall 
concept.

We all want an interior design which makes us feel 
right at home. After all, we spend a large part of 
our lives inside – either where we live or where we 
work.
If a room’s design creates a pleasant atmosphere, 
we will enjoy spending time in it.
Ceilings and walls are essential components of a 
room concept and require the right solutions for 
different needs.
Aspects relating to the design are just as important 
as eco-friendly ones, because beauty and function 
should go hand in hand. The StoSignature Interior 
Collection #01 offers a large selection of solutions.

For many years now, we here at Sto have been 
developing surface collections that consistently 
draw inspiration from the latest international 
trends. The result is a sophisticated range of colour 
and material concepts. Surfaces determine the 
atmosphere of a room, with aspects such as colour, 
texture, material, and feel all playing a significant 
role.

Our products are quality-checked and offer flexible 
combination options, which means that you can 
offer your customers individual solutions and 
unique results. From substrate preparation to the 
finished surface, Sto ensures systematic quality. The 
new StoSignature Interior Collection #01 provides 
all the components to create the perfect interior 
design in any room.

This brochure includes all kinds of ideas and 
options for custom surface and room designs. Take 
a look, be inspired, and create your own unique 
interiors!



Country House Country House Loft

Loft Atelier Atelier
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The StoSignature Interior Collection #01 is a source of 
inspiration for architects, interior designers, tradesmen, 
and building owners, helping them make their own ideas 
a reality and make their unique mark on walls and 
ceilings. It represents the natural progression of earlier 
collections such as “Created by a master”.
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Penthouse

A penthouse represents exclusive 
living above the city’s rooftops 
– right in the middle of things and 
yet far away from the hustle and 
bustle of the streets. The deep red 
of Chimney and the unconventional 
surface created by Rope make this 
room a calm and natural scene. The 
muted tones provided by the 
America colour palette underline 
this impression.

7

Colour palette: America



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Trend concepts from around the world

Penthouse

Rope
An adapted form of the sgraffito technique gives this simple 
surface an attractive accent.

Products
StoLevell Calce FS
StoLook Punto F

Colour shades
Nero Ebano 20
Gioallo Mori 5

Chimney
Coarse natural mica provides interesting contrasts and
creates a lively appearance.

Products
StoCalce Fondo
StoLook Wax

Colour shade
Approx. S 3050-R
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Sandstone
This subtle surface combines a natural look with
functional properties.

Products
StoLevell Calce FS
StoCalce Marmorino
StoLook Punto F
StoLook Wax

Colour shade
16015
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Nature at its most beautiful: the Penthouse concept 
combines tried-and-tested raw materials with impressive 
functional properties. The surfaces are based on lime, a 
natural material, and their water-vapour transmission rate 
allows them to help regulate an ideal ambient interior 
climate. Combined with specialist application techniques, 
the materials lend the surfaces a certain natural beauty.
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Lobby

The Caiman wall surface imitates 
reptile skin and will inevitably catch 
your eye. It harmonises perfectly 
with the Earth surface and the Italy 
colour shades. Both walls add a 
luxurious ambience and a touch of 
dolce vita to the room.
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Colour palette: Italy



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Trend concepts from around the world

Lobby

Earth
The matt surface makes the cracked texture seem particularly
authentic.

Products
StoTap Pro 100 P
StoColor Opticryl Matt

Colour shades
16280
14122

Denim
A finely textured surface creates this jeans-inspired look.

Products
StoTap Pro 300 P
StoColor Opticryl Gloss

Colour shade
16215
34400
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Caiman
Flashes of gold in this stamp technique create highlights
in the reptile skin-like surface.

Products
StoColor Sil In
StoCalce Veneziano
StoLook Wax
StoLook Oro

Colour shade
16280
StoLook Oro
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Focus on what is special: Lobby has an unconventional 
character that leaves a powerful impression. The Caiman 
surface imitates reptile skin so effectively that onlookers 
will immediately want to reach out and touch it. The 
Earth texture is reminiscent of a dried-up river bed and 
draws your attention to it. Denim, meanwhile, resembles 
jeans-like material that impressively casts the spotlight on 
the surfaces.
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Colour palette: France

Salon

Rich colour shades and lavish 
furniture designs – this is where 
French charm meets metropolitan 
fl air. The Ribbons wall area 
embodies pure elegance, while the 
striped look creates the impression 
of high ceilings. The harmonious 
France colour shades lend any 
surface that certain something.



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Trend concepts from around the world

Salon

Ribbons
The matt surface makes the cracked texture seem particularly 
authentic.

Products
Embossed wallpapers, e.g. Rasch Wallton 2020 341201
StoColor Metallic

Colour shades
35821M

Strings
Thread patterns are given a modern twist on this embossed 
wallpaper.

Products
Embossed wallpapers, e.g. Rasch Wallton 2020 341201
StoColor Opticryl Matt
StoColor Metallic

Colour shade
Approx. S 3030-Y10R
37804M
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Flowers
This surface exudes baroque extravagance.

Products
Embossed wallpapers, e.g. Rasch Wallton 2020 178906
StoCalce Marmorino
StoLook Wax
StoColor Opticryl Matt

Colour shade
Approx. S 5020-R10B
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Walls with the wow factor: if pomp and circumstance 
are what you are looking for, then the Salon trend 
concept is the perfect solution. The imposing patterns 
emphasise the height and width of interior walls, and 
add a noble touch to any room. Although very different, 
the Ribbons, Strings, and Flowers textures all have one 
thing in common: they become the highlight of the room 
and transform any wall into a genuine work of art.
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Lounge

The Ornament surface from our 
Lounge trend concept features clear 
lines and also optimises the room 
acoustics. Our Switzerland colour 
shades add stylish touches of life to 
any atmosphere. Splashes of 
turquoise green colour create a 
beautiful contrast to the elegant 
beige tones.

19

Colour palette: Switzerland



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Trend concepts from around the world

Lounge

Glitter
Metal oxides create subtle shimmer effects on this  
sound-permeable surface.

Products
StoSilent Top Basic
StoSilent Top Finish
StoEffect Vetro

Colour shades
White and shimmer effect

Scratch
Together, the matt, mineral surface and the dark colour shade 
create a particular kind of dynamism.

Products
StoSilent Top Basic
StoSilent Top Finish

Colour shade
16280
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Ornament
This surface illustrates that the design options for our acoustic 
ceiling elements know virtually no limits.

Products
StoSilent Modular
StoSilent Top Finish

Colour shade
White
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In some cases, planners and tradesmen need a 
surface that can do more than just look good. The 
multifunctional textures in the Lounge trend concept 
don’t just create an effective highlight on walls and 
ceilings. Their sound-permeable surfaces also ensure 
excellent acoustics and are suitable for almost any kind 
of room – including nurseries, music rooms, restaurants, 
and bars.



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Colour shades

International trends

Natural and technical textures as well as textile surfaces and colour impressions 
inspired the StoDesigners in developing the StoSignature Interior Collection #01, 
providing a driving force for creative and fascinating interior designs.
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The combination of StoDesign on-trend 
colours result in harmonious colour 
palettes. Selected colour shades add a 
certain something and lend any room a 
coherent and unique atmosphere.

Sto not only offers fi rst-class products which will help you to implement design 
elements for your walls and ceilings – you can also benefi t from our extensive 
expertise and experience for all your questions. Our experts organise special training 
sessions and workshops which teach tradesmen, planners, or interior designers the 
skills to create surfaces which bear their own personal signature.

The detailed technical specifi cations and information on products in the Technical Data Sheets and approval documents must be strictly observed. 23

Our international StoDesign studios regularly work in 
close collaboration with architects and interior designers 
from all over the world to fi nd the very latest texture and 
colour trends that go into our collections. This newest 
collection contains harmonious combinations comprising 
remarkable surfaces and forty on-trend shades that 
capture the atmospheres of various regions around the 
globe.



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Colour shades

Trend colours
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Germany
The Germany palette is all about crisp colours. Combine them 
with creamy white to switch on their full luminosity. This 
colour combination is complemented perfectly by a muted 
aubergine shade that can create earthy tones or be used as an 
accent to set warm highlights.

Switzerland
Exuding subtle elegance and a down-to-earth impression, the 
Switzerland colour palette combines earthy brown shades 
with a green colour accent. It is a contrast that is thoroughly 
modern and can create a dramatically eye-catching look, 
depending on how the colours are applied.

Nero Ebano 20 Approx. S 4030-B50G

Approx. S 1070-Y80R

16062

Gioallo Mori 5

16109

Gioallo Mori 5

16045

Approx. S 2030-B50G Approx. S 2010-G70Y

Approx. S 5020-R10B

16062
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A range of on-trend colours that set the tone: harmonious 
colour palettes from eight countries with surges of colour 
from different regions provide a new source of inspiration 
and support when designing colours.

Austria
A colour inspired by Wiener Melange coffee complements 
shades of green pastures. A pastel pink adds a dash of colour. 
The Austria palette brings together tradition and sophistica-
tion, creating a stylish overall appearance in any combination.

Scandinavia
The muted colours in this palette refl ect Scandinavia’s close 
links with nature. Light shades can be combined beautifully 
with these subtle nuances of colour. This creates
a subdued effect that is not too cold.

16134 Approx. S 4030-B50G

14122

16062

Approx. S 3020-G40Y

16109
Approx. S 3020-G40Y

16045

35234 Approx. S 2010-G70Y

Approx. S 2502-R

16062



StoSignature Interior Collection #01
Colour shades

Trend colours
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Italy
La dolce vita in colour: the bold colours of this palette are 
inspired by the Italian zest for life. However you apply and 
combine the main and accent colours, the result will remain 
self-assured, spontaneous, and elegant.

China
The origins of the China colour palette can be traced back to 
the Silk Road and the courtyards of Beijing. Sandy beige 
shades are combined with exquisite anthracite and a vivid pale 
blue.

Nero Ebano 20 Approx. S 4030-B50G

Approx. S 1070-Y80R

16062

Gioallo Mori 5

16109

Gioallo Mori 5

16045

Approx. S 2030-B50G Approx. S 2010-G70Y

Approx. S 5020-R10B

16062
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France
The France palette is a take on the Tricolore, using a deep 
aubergine red as well as sky blue and white. With various 
yellow shades complementing it, this palette creates room 
atmospheres that are opulent or relaxed and subtle, depend-
ing on how the colours are applied.

America
The colour trends inspired by America refl ect the continent’s 
vast landscapes: the canyons, the forests and mountains of the 
East Coast, and the expansive plains of the Midwest. Bright 
pastel colour shades provide a showcase for the deep red.

Approx. S 5040-R30B Verde Alpi 20

31102

33200

Approx. S 1005-B

16232

34400

16232

Approx. S 1005-B 16215

Approx. S 5040-R30B

Approx. S 3030-Y10R 34124

The colour sliders show how to create completely 
different moods within a colour palette by shifting 
the focal points. Get inspired and create unique and 
harmonious colour combinations using our main and 
accent colours.
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Sto SE & Co. KGaA 
Market Development 
Ehrenbachstrasse 1 
79780 Stühlingen 
Germany

Phone +49 7744 57-1131 
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infoservice.export@sto.com 
www.sto.com 

Phone +44 20 7222 2221
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